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Bruno cites school problems
by Mary Lancaster
staff writer
State Superintendent of Public
..earning Louis Bruno said school
!istricts give high schools too
·nuch attention when the problem
>f "dropouts occurs in the first
.;rade."
"High schools," said Bruno,
have stolen money within a disrict. Administrators actuallyoaded elementary classes to
afford a foreign language department at the high school."
As he sees it, schools have four
.i roblems and goals before them:
1. "We have to change people
.> want changes in their concepts
0f education.
2. "We ought to have totally
1ccredited
school systems, not
1st accredited parts.
3. "Nine-month school years
ught to be a thing of the past.
4. "It's high time to develop
:oncepts of management like
e've never had before."
The state Board of Education
11as passed a bill that went into
ffect yesterday, eliminating reuirements for high school gradation.
"We believe it's the responsibil.y of every district to provide
n opportunity for every boy and
irl to be successful," said Bruno.
He continued, saying, princials should have flexible systems
> prepare programs that will do
1dividual children the most good.
"We don't approve only the top
1lf of a car," he said, "the
)ttom half is just as import1t ... We'll have a real problem
the districts until we devote
reater attention in the forms of
unds, space, effort and interest
o elementary schools."
"It's time to break the lock-~top of the five-day week, ninernonth school year," Bruno said.
His office is developing 14
1

Louis Bruno, state superintendent of public learning, speaks in Hebeler 'Auditorium.
projects for the state - two projects for each of the seven congressional districts - to ''reschedule the school year."
"There ,could be quite a variety," he said, "a tri-quarter
system; or go to school for several weeks, then have several

weeks of vacation; and let some
schools try different projects.''
Bruno is the second speaker in
a summer symposium lecture
series sponsored by the Education Department. Guest speakers
are presented each Wednesday
evening in Hebeler Auditorium.

Action council launches volunteer
labor pool project
by Virginia Olds
contributing writer
A volunteer labor pool, utilizing
household repair skills of Ellensburg and college community residents, is being organized by
Kittitas County Action Council,
·nc.
The purpose of the volunteer
'abor pool would be to help
11dividuals and families make
~pairs that they otherwise could
ot afford, Tom Ahern, VISTA
·olunteer, explained.
Labor pool workers would be
·8ked to work in carpentry,
· lectrical appliance repair, plumb1g, painting and furniture repair.
Ahern explained the program
ould be reciprocal with persons

rece1vmg help from the pool
being asked to join the labor
pool, or donate time to an organization that is dedicated to help-.
ing people. They could also
donate excess materials to the
volunteer labor pool or excess
clothing or other household items
to the United Methodist clothes
bank or make donations to the
food bank at the Fifth Avenue
Community Center.
According to Ahern, many
families and senior citizens need
help with home repairs and because of limited income or poor
credit ratings, they are unable to
hire a carpenter, electrician or
other craftsman.
A typical case of need involves

a 72-year-old woman with a bad
heart who must spend $60 a
month in the winter to heat her
home. The OEO council is trying
to get her a long-term, low interest loan for roof repairs to alleviate the heating problem.
But as Ahern asks, what will
happen if she is unable to get
the loan? He believes the volunteer labor pool could be the
answer.
' 'We hope volunteers will come
from the schools, churches,
unions, civic organizations, neighborhoods and the college campus,'' Ahern said. Persons interested in volunteering may call him
at 925-1448 or Pat Holmes at
925-9834.

Photo by Rich Woodruff

Registrati.on
of 18-21-year-olds will be
initiated by voti.ng officials
Central students for the first
time- this fall will be allowed to
vote in the city and county elections in this area.
According to Mrs. Robert
Brown, League of Women Voters,
students no longer need to sign
a financial affidavit nor testify
to their intent to remain in this
area during vacations or illnesses
to register as voters.
The only requirement for students is to sign a new affidavit
declaring themse!ves as residents
of the Ellensburg area.
Even as the League of Women
Voters in this area is preparing
to help register the newly franchised voters, throughout the
state some problems have occ;urred because the amendment to
the Constitution has not been
ratified by the necessary 38
states. The ratification of the
amendment has been accomplished by 34 states and five states
have begun registration of the

new voters.
The state attorney general's
office has stated that no registration will take place in Washington until the amendment is law.
This could create a problem,
according to King County Councilman Ed Heavey, because the
registration deadline in the state
is August 21. It is possible the
ratification might not be over . ,.,.
with and the newly franchised
will not be allowed to participate
in the fall state, county and city
elections.
Heavey has filed suit in King
County Superior Court calling for
the registration of the 18-21 year
olds now and these names would
be placed in storage until the
amendment has been ratified by
the 38 state legislatures.
Heavey's suit could force the
county officials to begin registration now in case the federal
amendment is ratified after the
August 21 deadline for the fall
primary elections.
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Hyakems still available
Would like to live yesterday
today? If so, the Office of Information in Edison 106 is the place
to go.
The office is still handing out
this year's Hyakem to students
who purchased them this past
year. For you who were gradu-

The Language and Literature building
continues to be the medium of expression for the phantom graffiti writer. Two
students pause to read one of the latest

additions. College officials will replace
the "vandalized" bricks at a cost of
about $1500.
Photo by Rich Woodruff

~CONTRACEPTIVES

~privately?
We believe your private 11fe should be your own. And when 1t
comes to buying contraceptives, the hassle in a crowded drugstore isn't exactly private. So we've made it possible for you to
get nonprescription contraceptives thruugh the mail.
We specialize in men's contraceptives and we offer two of the most
exciting ones available anywhere-Fetherlite and NuForm condoms.
They're better than any~hing you can get in a drugstore. Imported
from Britain, they're lighter, thinner, more exciting to use; and
precision manufacturing and testing techniques make them as reliable as any condom anywhere, Made by LRI, woi-Id's largest manufacturer of men's contraceptives, Fetherlite (the best) and NuForm
not only conform to exacting USFDA specificati6ns, but are made
to British Government Standard 3704 as well. We think you'll like
them.
Our illustrated brochure tells you all about Fetherlite and
NuForm. And about seven other America::i brands· which we bave
carefully selected from the more than one hundred kinds available
today. And we explain the differences.
We also have nonprescription foam for women and a wide
variety of books and pamphlets on birth control, sex, population,
and ecology.
Want more information? It's free. Just send us your name and
address. Better still, for one dollar we'll send you all the information plus two Fetherlite samples and one NuForm. For four dollars
you'll get the brochure plus three each of five different condom
brands (including both Imports). All correspondence and merchandise is shipped in a plain cover to protect your privacy, and we
guarantee your money back if you're not satisfied with our products.
Why wait'l
POPULATION PLANNING ASSOC.
AA
Box 2556-U, Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514
Gentlemen: Please send me: _ _ Your free brochure and price
list at no obligation. _ _ Three samples for $1. _ _ Deluxe
sampler package for $4.
Name----Address

_

City·-----

State_

Zip

State artists
being sought
Washington State artists are
invited to submit proposals for
works of art to be displayed at
the Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport.
Any artist is eligible who has
lived in Washington State a minimum of three years within the
last ten years, and must have
lived within the State of Washington for some time since January, 1970.
The deadline for entries is
September 1, 1971. Awards of
$250 each will be given to the
three top study proposals to be
chosen by a jury of the Art Selection Committee.
As many as three pieces may be
commissioned within the total
budget of $24,000.
For a detailed prospectus,
please address inquiries to:
James E. Hussey, Professional
Advisor
Art Program, Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport
The Richardson Associates
215 Columbia Street
Seattle, Washington 98104

ated from Central many years
ago, the office will be more than
happy to sell you an old Hyakem
if they have the year you so
desire.
Oh, yes" turn the pages of
yesteryear into today. Buy the
book and remember the good ol'
days at this school.

Central approved
Admission of Central to the Council of Graduate
Schools in the United States has been approved
by the national council's executive committee.
Notification of election to the council was received this week by Dr. Dale Comstock, dean of
Graduate Studies at Central.
Central is the second state college in Washington
to be selected for council membership. Western
was also named to the organization.
There are presently 38 graduate degree programs
at Central. A total of 241 advanced academic
degrees were granted by Central at the last
commencement.

Text books sent to Ecuador
Fifteen thousand dollars worth
of books donated by college instructors from throughout the
state has been shipped to
Ecuador.
The books, destined for use by
Ecuadorian medical students,
were collected under auspices of
the Partners in America Program,
directed by Dr. W. Clair Lillard,
of the Central foreign studies
office.
Distribution of the books in

Guayaquil, Ecuador, will be directed by Rodney Smith, an
assistant in the Partners in
America Program, who will
spend the summer there working
in an anti-polio inoculation project for underprivileged children.
The Partners in America Program . is a "people to people"
project between the State of
Washington and the South American nation.

EATING IS SURVIVAL.
EATING AT THE TALLY HO
IS ENJOYMENT.
We invite you to try our new luncheons.
Also, evening dining includes a touch of gourmet
entrees for your added pleasure.
Happy Hunting in the Bugle Room

3 times a day. Tally hol

t!Call!' 1$0
RESTAURANT
724 E. 8th

>

10 a.m. - 2 a.m. Daily

NBofC has an easier way
to find the exact change..
Don't blow your cool rummaging for loose change.
With an NBofC checking account you can write a
check for the exact amount and be on your way. See
the NBofC office near you for a checking account to
fit your needs.

NBC

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

.

MEMBER F.0.1.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO S20.000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

ELLENSBURG OFFICE;

500 N; Pearl St.
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Watch your Step!
Central's summer session experiences an
increase in the number of children on campus.
Their parents return to complete advanced
degree and fifth year" teacher education
programs.
11

The Housing office reported there are 88 tam ilies
living in Barto and Stephens-Whitney residence
halls. Many more families are living off campus
and in college housing.
The litUe people are everywhere.
Watch your step!

CAMPUS CRIER -
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Court affirms right of press as watchdog
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by Thom Cooper
The United States Supreme
Court has reaffirmed the right of
the press to be the watchdog of
all government activities.
This right is essential for the
American public to know exactly
what the government is doing.
Without such a right, the press
and the public would lose the
right to decide if the government
is just and if they are· doing the
job in the best interest of the
general will of the people.
For 12 years, the government

has deceived the public about
our committment in Indochina.
Now the truth will come out and
the American public will see how
we have been lied to and made
fools of by the secret workings
of the government.
The First Amendment of the
Constitution provides for the
freedom of the press and for us
to maintain this . supposed free
democracy. The press must have
the right to publish any and all
news that . will maintain the
republic.

•

Going to the graveyard
As small circulation literary magazines go, Central's
Village Review, by comparison, is small. The Village
Review originated in the living room of Roger Burke in
mimeograph form two years ago and has evolved into
a quality-format magazine.
However, the Village Review is now facing a crisis
not uncommon among literary magazines. Most small
literary magazines suffer ·from a ' lack of support and
the Village Review is not an exception.
The ASC passed judgement on the Village Review
this spring by cutting their budget and requesting the
magazine become self supporting. The ASC judged
rtrat the Review \.ras not representative, and it did not
reach enough students to warrant funds.
A third publication, separate from the Campus Crier
and Hyakem, that presents the concerns of the academic community is necessary on this campus to encourage the creative spirit. What other publication
shows what is being accomplished by students and
faculty in the humanities?
The epitaph of the Village Review is being written by
ASC. Unless the present editor, Rich Woodruff, or the
incoming editor for next year, Sharon Merritt, can pull
the magazine out of its decline the epitaph will be
served by ASC.
The epitaph will be short and sweet: "This magazine
died from lack of m '.:;y .'' However, not all can be
said on a tombstone.
u

The reason the Village Review is dying is because the
Board of Publications; the departments of English, art,
philosophy and journalism; the academic administration and the Board of Trustees have given little or no
support.
If half of these grou·ps or organizations would give
support to the Village Review and its staff the magazine would be able to fulfill its obligation to the students.
The first step in helping rejuvenate the Review would
be to convene the Board of Publications. The board
should officially and publically endorse the Village
Review, establish policy guidelines for staffing and
budgetary matters, and solicit support from the concerned departments which the magazine represents.
The Board of Trustees should become familiar with
the Review and give endorsement to a third publication of this nature.
Even if the Village Review dies it will not be the
last of the small literary publications originating from
this campus. There already has been a conglomeration
of mimeographed literary publications distributed
throughout the year. This should prove evident that a
literary vehicle is necessary.
But as the situation exists now, Central like the rest
of the country will be a graveyard for defunct literary
magazines.

Wm. Whiting
••

•

Once the government is allowed to censor the press they are
but one step away from taking
other rights away from the American citizen.
The Nixon Administration and
future administrations will have
to deal with all problems in
complete honesty with the American press and the people. No
more will government be able to
lie and deceive the public in the
name of national security.
The national security of this
country will not be exploited by
the press as government fears
because the press has always
been responsible in America. It
appears the irresponsible press
in this country has been the
government
publications
and
officials who have deceived the
American people.
The press is competent and confident in the public. It is the
government that cheats the
people.
National security is not the
question. The question is why the
government deceives and plays
big brother to · a public and a
press that only asks for truth.
On June 30, 1971, the Supreme
Court reaffirmed the right of the
press to watch the activities of
the government. It further pointed out that the government will
not be able to lie to the public
anymore.
The day of managed news in
America is over. The government
now must tell the truth and deal
with all issues honestly.
History was made and now
time will tell what the government will do to be honest with
the press. Or will they seek new
ways to oppress the press and
the other rights of the republic
to accomplish their own selfinterests?

•

u

Monster
"The country doesn't know it yet but it has created
a monster, a monster in the form of millions of men
who have been taught to deal and to trade in violence
and who are given the chance to die for the biggest
nothing in history; men who have returned with a
sense of anger and a sense of betrayal which no one ·
has yet grasped . . . ''
-John Kerry, former Navy lieutenant and a leader
of Vietnam Veterans Against the War, speaking to the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
For years now both sides of the controversy over
the Indochina war have staked dubious claims to the
American soldier. While antiwar marches have been
piously dedicated to those servicemen who have died
in Indochina, Presidents have justified invasions in
their name and spoken dramatically of the importance
of American lives while · laying waste to vast areas of
Indochina. and sacrificing thousands of Americans in
·
the process.
It is fitting, then, that the spectacle of a ragged contingent of 1,000 or so Vietnam veterans camped in
Washington to protest the war commanded more attention and respect than the massive gathering of 300,000
persons that followed. For America has always · been
reluctant to acknowledge the bitter truth about itself
and much of the public has refused to accept the
passionate pr9test of young students who haven't seen
the war. But the testimony of one man such as Kerry
(who received the Silver Star for heroism and was
wounded three times while in Vietnam) is given the
greatest consideration.
The veterans are burdened by many hardships, not
the least of which are physical and psychological
wounds, but they offer a great deal to their country.
Their continued action against the war they served
could prove decisive in helping the antiwar movement,
as Kerry put it, "to search out and destroy the last
vestige of this barbaric war, to pacify our own hearts
and to conquer the hate and fear that have driven this
the 1st- .10- ...years.''
country
- .......
~
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Grant county officials forced shutdown

To the editor:
A month ago the announcement
was made: There was to be a
legal, well organized rock festival
in Grant County, Washington.
Immediately following our announcement, we proceeded to do
whatever was necessary for a
good, trouble-free rock festival.
At the same time the political
powers of Grant County proceeded to do whatever they could to
halt the progress of an event
they could not and would not
understand.
Every legal attempt made by
Sunrise 71 was refuted. Legal
efforts were massive ,and expensive; but it seems that legality was not the final question.
Politics and the pressure of a
populace scared by the newness
and freedom represented by a
rock festival were the final roadblocks that stopped Sunrise 71.
Every turn made by our lawyers was met by an arbitrary
turn from Grant County officials.
Our original application was turned down because it was said it
did not meet health regulations,
but health regulations were not
yet established under state law.
Then we were enjoined against
advertisement and site work.
Accordingly, any attempts we
could make to meet regulations
were illegal and were met by
lawmen, all too happy to execute
the law as they saw fit.
A second application was submitted and refused: We did not
have the necessary signatures
from county health and fire
officials. Impossible. The injunction was then made permanent.
Obviously it was now legally
impossible to meet the requirements placed on us by the county.
After all this and a long series of
stalling and delaying tactics, the
county had managed to push
Sunrise 71 to the point where it
was becoming physically impossible to produce even a faint
shadow of their.original festival.
Then the announcement was
made: Sunrise 71 was officially
cancelled. All alternative plans
to divert people going to the
politically hostile site in Grant

Get25Cfor
any24Lucky
beer bottles
or 12C for any
24 Lucky cans
returned to:
CASCADE BEVERAGE COMPANY
703 Wenas Street
Ellensburg, Washington
Friday 7 a.m. to 10 a.m.

County were met with failure.
Heavy threats from the county
were heard: All just open manifestations of the hostility and
blindness met by us throughout
our effort.

Sunrise is cancelled but not
finished. The whole · experience
has opened many eyes to the
actualities of a society closed and
blind to the new birth that is
taking Qlace within it.
We wish to express our apolo-

gies and thanks to those who
- have helped us along the way
and have met with the same disillusionment. The next sunrise
will Qe wiser and will succeed.
The Sunrise Staff

National director of US for People for UN
calls for anti-drug campaign for youths
To the editor:
Our nation's most important
resource, its youth, is threatened
by addiction to heroin and other
hard drugs. Our future leadership, which must come from the
elementary and high schools and
colleges, is being dangerously
impaired.
In their desperation, administrators on the city, county,
state and national levels have
frantically sought solutions in
drug education, rehabilitation, increased law enforcement and
harsh punishment, to no avail.
They have overlooked the reat
hope for a solution of the
national crisis.
The U.N. has the mandate to
enforce its anti-drug treaties signed by 77 member nations. But it
hasn't the means. The enforcement efforts of the U.N. Division
on Narcotic Drugs have been
limited by a meager budget,
just enough to maintain an office
and' a small staff in Geneva.
Only by stopping the illicit
_growing of opium poppies
throughout the world can the production of heroin for the drug
traffic be halted. A few ounces
of pure heroin can easily be concealed and defy detection but not
the acreage which produces
opium poppies. It stands to reason that an enormous acreage of
poppies must be cultivated and
harvested to produce the vast
quantities of heroin that come
into this country undetected.
Those poppy fields must be
destroyed before they are har-

the humanitarian programs of
the U.N., send your contributions to the People for the
United Nations,
777 United
Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y.
-10017.
Contributions
are
taxdeductible and are transmitted
100 per cent to the United
Nations Fund for: Drug Control.
Henry S. Evans
National Director
U.S. People for the
United Nations

vested and the growers induced
to substitute other crops. The
U.N. can do it by negotiating
with the signers of the treaty.
Unless the harvesting of illegal
opium is stopped, all our efforts
·at enforcement, education and rehabilitation will be wasted.
The U.S. People for the United
Nations is soliciting funds and
moral support for- their program
to implement the drug control
mandate of the United Nations
If you want to help support

Dial-A-War
To the editor:
Recently, the Pentagon began
a national television campaign to
sell its image to the American
public and to encourage enlistments in the Armed Forces.
These commercials tell people
who are interested in enlisting
to call 1-800-243-6000 for information on their nearest military
recruiters. This number is an
answering service in Connecticut
and all calls made to it from anywhere in the country are free of
charge.
If people who oppose the U.S.
military policies in Indo-china
·and elsewhere began to call this
number on a regular basis, the
switchboard would be jammed

and the Pentagon would have to
change its television commercials.
Therefore, we are urging everyone opposed to the war to dial
this number once every day or so.
Rap with the secretaries about
the war, ask them why they work
in such a lousy job, anthing.
People could also get the phone
number of their local recruiters
while they're at it and talk to
them as well.
This project ·wouldn't be any
major victory if successful, but on
the other hand it requires very
little effort and will get people
to thinking about the possibilities
of nonviolent resistance.
Cornell University Vietnam
¥obilization Committee

Welcome you hard-working and industrious summer students! (And you other 4,000 students, too.)
STEREOCRAFT features the largest selection of quality components east of the Cascades
at the best possible
prices!
..,,.

S-PECIALS! (Good until present stock is gone)
Special System:
Sansui 2000A 120 watt receiver ........ 299.95
Garrard SL95B automatic turntable ... 139.50
Base, dust cover, Shure M91E
cartridge ............................. 61.95
2 - KLH 23 oiled walnut speakers ...... 339.90
List $841.30
SPECIAL $669.95

Super Special!
Kenwood KW 8077 tape deck. 6 heads, 3
motors, 3 speeds, bidirectional recording and
high speed search.
Was $649.95

NOW $449.00

ALL SHURE AND PICKERING CARTRIDGES AT 40% OFF!
BASF and Memorex recording tape
at the lowest prices!
List
Ours
BASF 1800'
$5.42
$3.99
BASF 2400'
7.80
5.99
BASF 1800' LH
4.99
6.85

2.77
60 minute cassette
1.99
4.58
3.39
90 minute cassette
We have the Memorex cassettes and the
Chromium dioxide cassettes, too, at
the lowest allowable prices! .

STEREOCRAFT IS MOVING!

FOR DETAILS: CALL:

On July 5th we move from our present location at 306 N. P earl t<J 408 N. P earl. ' Watch the next Crier for super specials!

925-3432

STEREOCRAFT is a franchised dealer for: BOSE • Sansui • Dual • Shure • Kenwood • Miracord
• Tandburg • Rabco •Garrard• KLH Electro Voice• Panasonic• KOSS

or donltt to JOur nearest tcolOIJ center

11 - 6 Monday thru Friday

10:30 - 5:30 Saturday

CA
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Student Government
Tom Dudley
This is written for the faculty and to some students who will one
day be faculty members. I hope that you will not lose sight of the
concerns expressed to many of you this last spring quarter about
students taking 'a major role in the teacher evaluation proces~ as it
relates to faculty hiring and retention.
Many students worked very hard within the system to express
their concern over the fact that there is little regard for student
input in decisions of faculty retention.
Unfortunately, the battle cries drowned out many of the important
things students were saying. Probably the most important was that
students want a real voice in academic policy making; specifically
in the area of teacher evaluation.
·· Students are impressed that many of the departments have asked
their faculty members to run ' teacher evaluations. This is, however,
only a first step to involve students for there is no assurance that
these evaluations will really be taken into account when there is a
decision of whether to retain a professor.
Students want good teachers! In order for faculty to hear what
students really mean by . "good, .. the faculty should allow students
a much more active role within the departments.
The answer to the problem seems fairly simple. The departments ·
should allow students to sit on their personnel committees.
Students should be active members of these committees with full
voting privileges. I'm sure the standard reaction to this proposal
from some of the faculty will be that students won't participate.
It is evident, however. that the real problem cannot be solved by
students alone. The faculty members at Central must be willing to
meet the needs and the rights of students. in a democratic institution.
-"' You as an individual faculty member can urge your department
to actively involve students in evaluating teachers within your
department.
The only real hope for students to be involved in the decisionmaking process lies with you .
I hope that what I have said makes some sense to you . As ASC
President. I would be glad to discuss the problem further with you
on an individual basis.
I would also be most anxious to listen to any solutions to the
problem which you might have.

Central trustees accept
construction project bids

Bill Lipsky
succeeds
Shu01an
Bill Lipsky has been named
Central's acting director of College
Information. He replaces Howard
Shuman who resigned a month
ago.
Lipsky, a graduate of the University of Washington, has served as news editor of the Snohomish
County Tribune, editor of the
Darigold magazine, associate
news editor of the Everett Daily
Herald and night city editor of
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
He has been assistant to the
College Relations Office and advisor to the Campus Crier. Dave
Evans will replace Lipsky as
advisor to the Crier.

20 llff. FROM SPDllNE- · ON TIE IDIBD BDRDIR

Issuance of $3 million in
revenue bonds to finance a variety of remodeling and construction projects at Central was finalized June 17.
Trustees of the college accepted
the low bid of Halsey~Stuart,
Chase Manhattan Bank for the
purchase of the General Tuition
F'ee and Normal School Fund
Revenue Bonds.
The effective interest rate offered by the bond purchasers was
6.1987 percent.
Issuance of the bonds by the
college had been authorized by the
trustees before but the full bond
sale was delayed because of
earlier adverse bond market conditions.
Such projects as utilities extensions, landscaping and irrigation
and b.uHding completions will be
financed by the bonds.
College trustees also reviewed
guidelines for the institution· s
1971-73 operating budget. That
new biennial _ budget will be
completed by trustees at a meeting next Friday.
In academic actions, the trustees
appointed three new faculty
members, including one who will
become director of a college
ethnic studies program.
Alexander W. Kuo, now the
director of a minority affairs program at Northern Illinois University, will join the Central
faculty as an assistant professor
of English and director of the
·E thnic Studies Program.
Named to a part-time position
on the facuity was Raymond J.
Hoptowit, a Yakima Indian, who
will serve as a counselor for the
college's Educational Opportunities Program.
The third new faculty member
named was Miss Marilyn M.
White, East ·orange, N.J., who
will be an English instructor. She
has specialized in folk lore
studies.

The new faculty will not increase the college's over-all staff.
In administrative action, the
trustees approved a change of
title for the Office of College
Relations and appointed a new
acting director.
Now titled the Office of College
Information, the office will be
directed by William D. Lipsky,
who has served as an assistant
since last August. Lipsky, a
former Seattle and Everett newspaper editor, will replace Howard
Shuman, whose resignation as
director was accepted by trustees
a month ago.
Trustees also approved the
temporary appointment of Dr.
Kenneth Harsha as special assistant to the college president for
the summer period.

New link sought
in Ethopian
exchange student
A 19-year-old Ethiopian student temporarily residing with _a
Central associate professor of
history, is the first link in what
may be a growing tie between
the college and East Africa.
Haile Mariam Yitref, son of an
Ethiopian farmer, has been attending Central classes for several months now. He hopes to
transfer to Washington State
University in the fall to specialize
in agriculture courses.
Yitref"s brother, Asrat, and two
other Ethiopian students, however, will come to this country
soon to enroll at Central.
The Ethiopian-East African
Study Program being launched
by LeRoy will create additional
ties to the Ethiopian education
system and make possible study
by U.S. students in Africa and
entrance to Washington State
schools by Ethiopian students.
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Colleges face major struggle
trustees composed of faculty, adDr. Harold Hodgkinson of the
ministrators, students and lay
University of California at Berkemembers.
ley says colleges and universities
Although a few schools are
are faced with a major struggle
trying the unicameral system,
to retain their autonomy.
Hodgkinson said a more frequent
Hodgkinson is on the staff of
approach is the campus-wide the Center for Research and
senate. Instead of faculty, adminDevelopment at Berkeley and
istration, and the student body
spent two days at Central /as a
having separate councils or senvisiting consultant on college
.ates, all are joined in a single
governance.
governing unit. Hodgkinson said
More direct control of public
he feels this system increases
colleges and universities is precommunications and decreases
dicted by Hodgkinson. Boards of
duplication. Thus it takes less
higher education, which formerly
time and provides more options.
acted as a buffer between colThe role of the president of the
leges and the political state, are
college changes where a campus
now becoming conduits, he said. senate has been adopted.. AlHodgkinson said this is a grave
though the president may give up
problem and he added there is
power, he exerts more influence.
very little awareness and underThis necessary change in style
standing of the problem by most
allows the president to exert
college faculties.
more direct leadership, HodgkinSimilar changes in higher education are evident throughout
son said.
It is too early to tell how effecthe United States and Western
tive the campus-wide senate sysJ!;urope, Hodgkinson said. Actem is in decision making, Hodgcountability has become ' a key
kinson said. But hopefully it will
word.
lead to faster decisions.
Other changes include new
kinds of education, upgrading of
older institutions, new internal
structures within institutions, increased communication between
institutions, and changes in student populations.
Some of the long..:held beliefs
The Grupe Conference Center
concerning higher education are
also changing, Hodgkinson said.
has been the scene of the first
"We are learning that people
two sessions of the Children's
Arts and Crafts Summer Program.
learn a great deal more outside
the classroom than previously
Mrs. Debbie Rothwell, who
supposed," · he said. He noted
taught the class last year, is
teaching the arts and crafts skills
also that agencies other than colleges, such as large businesses,
to the children. They will have
are becoming more involved in
the opportunity to paint outside,
education, on the theory that
make puppets, make crafts out of
"higher education is too importfruit and even bring their own
creative ideas to class where
ant to be left to the university."
Mrs. Rothwell can help them.
· Looking to the future, HodgAll children between the ages
kinson suggested that colleges
of four and eleven who are deand universities must strive for
"less time and more options" in / pendents of students, faculty, or
staff are welcome to join the
both their curriculum and in
college governance.
informal class.
The classes, which will run
Regarding governance, Hodgthrough August 18, will be held
kinson said there is too much
on Mondays and Wednesdays
parallel structure in most colleges, with the faculty, adminisfrom 8: 40 to 10: 50 a.m.
tration, and student body often
If you are interested in this
going their separate ways with
summer program for your child
little communication. One · possior have any questions, contact
Denny Temple, recreation coorble solutfon, he said, is a unidinator, at 963-3541.
cameral system, with a board of

A Rap on Race
by Margaret Mead &
James Baldwin
Mead and Baldwin have spoken to each
Other with a candor that is rare. With
anguish and intimacy, reason and passion
they have confronted many major issues of
our time. Together, they have also revealed
each other's deep humanity and_ total commitment. Hardback, $6.95 .

The Greening of America
by Charles A. Riech
"I find it one of the most gripping, penetrating and revealing analyses of American
society I have yet seen." - Senator George
McGovern. Paperback, $1.95.

Bury My Heart at ·wounded Knee
by Dee Brown
A documented account of the systematic plunder of the American Indians during the
second half of the nineteenth century, battle
by battle, massacre by massacre, broken
treaty by broken treaty. Here for the first
time is their side of the story. Hardback,
$10.95.

Arts and crafts
program offered
to kids at Grupe

How to Teach Your Children about Sex
without making a complete fool of yourself
by Stan & Jan Berenstain
Sooner or later, your child will come
to suspect that there is something
going on that they haven't told him
about on Sesame Street. Hardback,
$2.95.

\

The Sensuous Woman
by "J"
The number 1 bestseller.
· Paperback, $1.25.

I'm Glad
You Didn't
Take It Personally

No additional cost for this telephone convenience

Charge your long distance
telephone calls.
That's right - if you are a student living in ·
a dormitory you can charge your long distance calls. For no additional cost you can
charge both outgoing and incoming collect
calls. You iust give the operator your Special
"Q" Number when making the call or
accepting the charges on ci collect call.
Visit the Ellensburg Telephone Co. business
office today to get your Special ''Q" Billing
Telephone Number.

By Jim B,o uton
The author of the bestseller
Ball Four. Hardback, $5.95.

Everything you always wanted
to knowabout sex
*but were afraid to ask
'E xplained by
David Reuben, M.D.
This is the incredible phenomenon that
started a "sex manual revolution!" Paperback, $1.95.

OFFICE HOURS:
Monday - Friday
9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

[

ELLENSBURG TELEPHONE CO.
305 N. Ruby
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Wildcat Shop

963-1311

Monday • Friday
12 Noon - 5 p.m.

Monday • Friday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

• • •
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Cispus Center-music camp
Final plans are progressing for
Central's Summer Music Camp,
to be held at the Cispus Environmental Center near Randle,
July 18-August l.
Clifford C. Cunha, camp director and associate professor of
music, said interest has been received from Alaska, British Columbia, Montana, Idaho and Oregon
as well as Washington. Many
Rotary and Kiwanis C_lubs have
shown a desire to send participants from their cities. ·
Of special interest will be the
availability of environmentalists,
who will work with and teach
students about the environment
as it relates to music. The Cispus
Environmental Center is located
in the heart of the Gifford Pinchot
National Forest, a natural setting
for nature study and with splendid facilities for the study of
music.

Many prominent musicians will
be on the music camp faculty.
Teaching orchestra will be Cunha,
who is Central's orchestra conductor; Robert Anderson, conductor of the Cascade Symphony;
and Norman Paulshock, string
teacher at Shoreline schools.
Band instruction will be conducted by A. Bert Christianson,
professor of music and director of
band at Central; Jerry Bayne,
music coordinator for the Highline schools and Roland Schanzen-

bach, band director at Federal
Way.
Choir instruction will be
handled by Dr. Wayne Hertz,
chairman of Central's Department
of Music; Richard Houser, Renton choir conductor and Harley
Brumbaugh, Hazen choir conductor.
In addition, there will be a
dozen music counselors.
Classes will also be available
in environmental studies, string
orchestra, madrigal singers, small
ensembles, composition, arranging and conducting. Optional
activities will include sports,
hiking, fishing, photography and
forestry.

Driving course set
A non-credit course designed
for beginning drivers will be
offered this summer through the
Continuing Education Office.
Approximately 30 hours of instruction will be provided in classroom, simulation, multiple car
driving range and on-street
situations.
Students must be at least 18
years of age and have valid instructional permits.
First meeting of the class will
be at 3: 40 p.m. July 22 in the
Recreation
Building.
A $25
course fee is payable at the
Office of Continuing Education,
Peterson Hall. Information may
be obtained from Ron Hales,
963-2733.

Teachers are accountable
only if system changes
Teachers will be accountable
for the classroom success of their
students only if school systems
provide for change and establish
clearcut goals, a Tacoma area
educator claimed June 23, in a
speech at Central.
J. Bruce Piland, coordinator
of Special Education for Clover
Park School District and a Western State Hospital consultant,
said that increased accountability
will be demand of teachers and
schools by the public.
He believes that additional
responsibility on school administrators and teachers to improve

the education of students is
necessary. However, he cautioned
that unless local and state govern·
ments and the public itself join
in to set proper guidelines and
allow
dynamic change,
the
schools can not do the job.
"By and large, people are only
as accountable as the system
asks them to be," he said.
The State of Colorado passed a
law this year, Piland reported,
saying ''that schools WILL be
accountable." Piland said that
the law, the most specific of its
kind, undoubtedly will be copied
by other states.

Lectures started
by Ed Department
A special Wednesday night summer lecture series, fea tu ring
noted educators from across the
nation, will be , held at Central
this summer.
The series is sponsored by the
Central Department of Education.
Each of the seven lectures will
be held in Black 103 beginning
at 7: 30 p.m.
J. Bruce Piland, coordinator of
special education for the Clover
Park School district and administrator of the elementary school
program at the Child Study and
Treatment Center at Western
State Hospital, spoke on June 23.
His presentation was entitled
·'Teacher Accountability.''
Superintendent of Public Instruction Dr. Louis Bruno was
the June 30 speaker. His presentation was entitled "New Pattern
Development," referring to educational priorities in Washington
Stat~.

Wednesday,
Dr.
Edwin
Kulawiec, assistant professor at
Grinnell College, Iowa, will give
a lecture-slide presentation entitled "Soviet Education: Notes
and Impressions." Kulawiec has
had the opportunity to observe
and study changes in the structure and functioning of Soviet
education as contrasted to other
East European models.
On July 14, Dr. William Gas-

kell, professor of education and
former director of Hebeler Elementary School, will discuss
··The Consortium of Washington
Education Centers: An Alliance
Between a Teacher Preparation
Institution and a Number of
School Districts.''
Dr. John Green, dean of education at Central, will give a
lecture entitled, "The Evaluative
Hassle," on July 28. Green has
several publications in the area
of measurement and evaluation.
On August 4, Dr. Chris L.
Buethe, associate professor of
curriculum and instruction for
the College of Education, New
Mexico State University, will
speak on the topic ''A Far-Out
Junior High School.·' Dr. Buethe
has had 20 articles published in
the past four years in the field
of education.
Dr. Herbert Spitzer, nationally
recognized as an authority on
elementary mathematics, will
give the final lecture, August 11.
His lecture is entitled "Theory
and Practice in Elementary School
Mathematics Instruction.'' Spitzer
has spent the major part of his
time during the past two academic years working in the
mathematics education division
of the Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory, Austin,
Texas.

New teachers find no jobs
Approximately 1100 Central students graduated to the ranks of
··teacherhood" this spring. However, only 230 of those ... prospective teachers have been assured
of a teaching position in the fall.
Sandy Heins, assistant director
.of teacher placement at Central,
admitted the statistics were not
too encouraging but added, "Percentage-wise, Central has placed
as many teachers as any other
college in the state." In contrast

WELCOME BACK

OPEN 6 a.m. till 1 a.m.
"FOOD WITH A REPUTATION"

House For Sale

FOR COCKTAILS & DINING
VISIT OUR NEW

MODERN

e

e

~

~11/a~ ~,,,,,

1

Pleasant. Well maintained. 3
bedrooms (one is 10 x 20 and
suitable for family room).
Fireplace/bookcase ,wall.
French doors to patio. Large
70 x 140 fenced lot in area of
nicer homes. Kitchen appliances included. Immediate
occupancy. $20,950. 11 Vista
Road. 925-4467.

4 Blocks
W. qf College
U. S. Hwy. 10

at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97

Ellensburg

Restaurmlt Dial

962-9977

ZITTINGS

to last week 's 20 per cent placement, the college had placed 40
percent of the teachers at this
time last year.
"Beards, long hair and moustaches may be an issue," stated
Heins, "depending on the social
pressure of the school district."
The general appearance of interviewing students can be a determining factor in landing a job.
The Placement Center advises
applicants to "dress attractively
for employment interviews, concentrate efforts on known vacancies and keep as flexible as
possible in terms of geographic
preference.''

Crier Classifieds
963-1026
For Sale - Zenith 23" Color TV,
console, $395. Call 925-3932.
For Sale - 200 lb. set bar bells.
Sacrifice, best offer. 925-1183.

2 BLOCKS ' OFF OF
MAIN ST. ON KITTITAS RD.

WELCOMES
SUMMER STUDENTS

ZITTINGS IS ELLENSBURG'S LARGEST ONESTOP SHOPPING CENTER
STORE INCLUDES
1

•

CAMERAS - FILM

CLOTHING & SHOES FOR WHOLE FAMILY

HARDWARE HOUSEWARES
TAPE RECORDERS

-

RECORDS - TAPES

SPORTING GOODS

llel\j

FABRICS - DOMESTICS

AtR CONDITIONERS - FANS - WATERCOOLERS

GARDEN SHOP

Mufflers,
Tune-ups &
@Repairs

2nd
&
Main
925-2055
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Aerospace tour
on launch pad
by Becki Holland
contributing writer

Central' s summer Aerospace
Education Workshop will feature
speakers, lab experiments and a
nationwide tour of aviation
centers.
After a two-week study of aerospace basics, the participants in
the program will leave Tuesday
by chartered airliner for California. The unique workshop
earned one of the best recommendations in the nation last
year for an aerospace session to
tour nationwide.
The Central National Air Tour
Workshop, the first of its kind,
was conceived and conducted by
Wayne Matson in 1970. Matson
is with the Central aerospace
education staff.

The workshop teaches aerospace education as a branch of
general education. The workshop
is geared for public school teachers although some are regular
college students this summer.
According to Matson, the workshop communicates knowledge,

skills and attitudes about the impact of air and space activities
on society.
Matson said, "The first two
weeks of the workshop entail
basic study of not only aeronautics (aviation), but astronautics
(space), the NASA program and
the latest on astro-biology.
"We inform the students to
make up their own minds about
the space aviation program. They
learn the facts to raise discussions like, should the SST have
been killed?"
This week will be the last of
the workshop to be held oncampus before the tour. Space
curriculum, methods and materials will be highlighted by
model rocketry demonstrations.
The three-week national tour
will begin at Ames Res~arch
Center, Mt. View, Calif., and
conclude at Wright Patterson Air
Force Base, Dayton, Ohio.
The participants will travel
with stationed guides, touring
and talking with leading authorities in the aerospace field at
military and civilian aerospace
facilities.

Students aid Latin
Anti-polio project
Two Central students and a
University of Washington student
will travel to South America this
summer to assist in a special
program of anti-polio inoculaUo n s for under-privileged
children.
The two are Rod Smith, a
junior from Glenoma, and Alan
Burke, Ellensburg senior.
The University of Washington
student is Kristine Korki, of
Seattle.
The three are pre-medical students who will work in Guayaquil, Ecuador, under a Washington State Partners in the Americas program.
In addition to helping with
the inoculation of children, the
pre-med students will aid in
teaching Ecuadorian students
medial and conversational English.
The Washington State Partners
of the Americas program is a

"people to people" tie under
which this state has sent experts
and materials to Ecuador for
self-help projects since 1967.
The program is supported entirely by voluntary contributions,
including the donation of medical
supplies by pharmaceutical firms,
hospital equipment by medical
centers, shipping space by airlines and money by individual
citizens.
Directors of the state program
are King Cole, of Spokane, Mort
Frayn, of Seattle, and Dr. W.
Clair Lillard, of Ellensburg. Headquarters for the program is the
Central Institute of Latin American Affairs, led by Lillard.
The three students who will
spend this summer in Ecuador
will work at the Clinica Urdesa
in Guayaquil, under Dr. Jose
Ramirez. They will have an
opportunity to study in addition
to working.

:·::::.:·:··

Wayne R. Matson, assistant professor
of aerospace studies, discusses the principles of rockets at a recent Aerospace
Education workshop session. After one
. week of lectures and laboratory exper-

iences, the participants in the workshop
will travel in a chartered airplane to
tour and meet with leading authorities
in the aerospace field at facilities around
the United States. Photo by Rich Woodruff

The 10 center is back
for a 2-week engagement!
Dark or Light OL Y

Mondays, July 5 & 12

4-10 p.m.
Best in Pizza Free Delivery

THE PIZZA PLACE
IN THE PLAZA

CALL 925-5446

Hop on your bike and
come as you are to the
Shop & Friends
306 N. Pine

WELCOME BACK
Get the glamour
with th,e grease
More than 1,000,000

baskets~ posters, patches, incense, clothes, smoking accessories, cookware, bed spreads,
candles, straw flowers and
more.

new & used parts and accessories
in stock.

a

Fri.

10-5:30 Sat.

a

Triangle Auto Supply Co.

y

ll-~:30 Mon. -

closed Sun.

100N.Main

962-9876

we have ·nice stuff
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'Village Review' suffers
from lack of support
The Village Review, Central's
only student magazine, may disintegrate from lack of support
after the next two issues.
The Review is a literary magazine independent of administrative control. It is a noncommercial, small-circulation magazine
for the explicit purpose of expressing the artistic endeavors of
Central's students. It represents
the areas of poetry, prose, art
and photography.
The magazine is in · a full tailspin because the ASC withdrew
funds for the 1970-71 publications after one issue had been
printed. Then the ASC, on April
19, totally -excluded the magazine

AdVANCE

look
TONI
THE "TIME- CONTROLLED"
PERMANENT@
Gen tie, Reg.
or Super

$1. 33

'9Ull.1
416 N. Pearl

from the new 1971-72 budget.
The Village Review's remaining
budget alloted enough for one
more publication this academic
year. Rich Woodruff, the editor,
requested funding to continue
publication and received $300
from ASC, enough for one additional issue.
The ASC also proposed that
the magazine attempt to become
self-supporting and not rely on
student funds.
The acting chairman of the
board of publications, William F.
Chamberlin, who is also chairman of the journalism department, sent a letter on May 13 to
Tom Dudley, ASC president, asking the ASC to "carefully consider any decision not to fund a
student publication such as the
Village Review."
Chamberlin wrote on behalf of
the board: "We believe it is
important that student funds be
available for publications designed
as carriers 9f student work.''
The letter also requested the
ASC to define the board's role in
the establishment and control of
a third publication such as the
Village Review.
In the winter 1971 issue in an
editorial comment Roger Burke,
the founding editor, called for
policy action.

At the

UGLY·BEAI
3 POOL TABLES - BEST IN PIZZA
111 W. 3rd
Wednesday, July 7, 6-10 p.m.
Any PIZZA - Y2 PRICE
with the purchase of a pitcher.
Thursday, July 8, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Schooners - is~
Pitchers - 90~

111 W. 3rd

"As I have insisted for neatly
two years now, the Review should
be incorporated into the curriculum so that either journalism or
English students could receive
credit for working on the magazine," he wrote.
In the comment Burke also
wrote, ''As I depart I would like
to think that the Village Review
will survive this decade. But truthfully I would be happy to think
it will survive this academic
year."
Woodruff said that the Review
has been working closely with the
board of publications on policy
matters such as the budget planning and advisorship. However,
all decisions by the board are
unofficial and not endorsed by
ASC.
ASC President Tom Dudley
· said the reason the Review was
cut from the budget was because
it does not reach enough students.
It is not representative enough
to warrant student funds, he
said, and this was the basis for
the decision to cut funds.
Woodruff has outlined an expenditure budget for printing
more than the normal 500 copies
and has presented it to the ASC.
"Since the ASC wanted the
magazine to reach more students," Woodruff said, "I figured
out what it would cost to print
2000 copies each issue."
"Using the prices supplied by
the printer, I discovered the additional cost to print 1500 more
copies each issue was only about
$300," he explained. "Further,
the increased revenue from selling 1500 more copies would reduce the ASC allocation for each
issue by $400," he added.
Woodruff said the magazine
gets its money from advertising
revenue, sales revenue and the
ASC.
'
"Previously about two-thirds •
of the· operating budget came
from the ASC," he said. "But
when 2000 _copies are printed,
only one-third of the budget will
come from ASC funds."
The summer issue is at the
printer now and it will be followed by one more issue, its date
of publication depending upon
future action by the ASC.
Woodruff hopes that the one
issue planned for next year will
not serve as the Review's epitaph.

4th of July SALE
5% OFF
on All New Bikes in Stock
We sell the best
and service the rest.

of

ENDURO

ELLENSBURG

It's a better machine!

w.

5th

Harvard grad speaker says
Hitler's words used again
(Editor's note: The following is
the 1968 Harvard Law School
address. The speech was presented
to the House of Representatives
by Rep. Jerome R. Waldie (Calif.)
May 5, 1971 and appeared in the
Congressional Record. It was
entitled "Student Alienation.")
"The streets of our country are
in turmoil. The universities are
filled with students rebelling and
rioting. Communists are seeking
to destroy our country. Russia is
threatening us with her might.
And the republic is in danger.
Yes, danger from within and
without. We need law and
order!"
These words were spoken in
1932 by Adolf Hitler.
We have heard almost every
one of those assertions used this
year in this country as justification for repressing student protests.
Our society cannot afford to
deny this conflict any longer.
You cannot, parents and friends,
expect it to go away by suppressing it. For it is a conflict inherent
in our consciences-one which
exists because you have taught
us what America should stand
for.
To those who would argue that
the system has been responsive,
there is a . one-word answer:
Vietnam. It is not a weakness
but a strength of American education that enables us to understand the absurdity of the premises which control our policy
in Vietnam and which threaten

to embroil us elsewhere.
We have tried every possible
peaceful means to change our
disastrous course. We have written . to our congressmen. We
have signed petitions. We have
had teach-ins. We have marched.
We have reasoned with anyone
who would listen.
And, in 1968, after years of
peaceful protest and - after the
American people had spoken in
primary after primary in favor
of a change, we were not even
given a choice on Vietnam.
Although our complaints are
more with society than with the
university, the university itself is
not an illogical target. The university, too, has resisted change.
I have heard my fellow students, here and elsewhere, raise
the same issue-time and again.
And time and again, I have witnessed the university's response:
A committee will be formed and
the issues will be discussed.
Thus, the university and the
. society respons the same way
to our appeals for change; a
direct confrontation of ideas is
ref used and the issues raised are
avoided. But explaining the
issues away won't make them go
away. And the frustration which
comes both from the issues themselves and from the continual
denial of their existence touches
all segments of the campus.
If anyone still doubts the depth
of the conviction, I ask him to
witness the intensity with which
it is felt.

INSURED?

YAMAHA
400

· Central's summer session may attract a record enrollment this year. Although official tabulation has not
been completed, more than 4,500 students are expected
to have registered, making it the second largest enrollment for any college or university in the state.

Be sure •••
See DON JONES
LICENSED INSURANCE BROKER

925-9330
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Rock festival's outlook dim
under new legislative laws
by Gretchen Nicholas
staff writer
The Woodstock generation is
losing its battle against bureaucracy.
Wielding · a set of strict rockfestival rules made law by the
1971 legislature, authorities successfully squashed "Sunrise '71"
and restrained Buffalo Party plans
for the July 4th weekend.
Grant County officials rejected
applications to hold the "Sunrise
'71" festival on June 18-20 near
Marlin because, according to the
commissioners, of "deep concern
for not only the health, safety
and property rights of Grant
County people but also particularly for those who would be
attending the festival."
Promoters of the festival
worked "right down to the line"
to get the injunction lifted so they
could make preparations for the
anticipated crowd of people that
would come despite the cancellation.
Instead, more than 200 police
officers took care of the estimated
500 persons who arrived. Those
who arrived at the festival site
Thursday night were required to
get out of their cars. Their possessions were searched by officers.
The officers also prevented the
people from - taking any food or
water to the site.
By Saturday, according to the
Ellensburg Daily Record, the Kittitas County jail "had been filled
with youths going to or from the
site. " About 20 people were left
at the intended festival area.
The following week, officials
started work against the Buffalo
Party political convention that
is to be held during the 4th of
July weekend near Duval in
western Washington.
On Thursday, June 24, a temporary restraining order was
signed to prohibit any preparations for the planned convention
until a court decision.
The Seattle Times reported
that Kamlett, a member of the
Buffalo · Party's seven member
board, said the "recent state and
county legislation against rock
festivals is prejudicial."

summer season, county officials
naturally want the event labeled
a "rock festival" and will seek to
make that distinction ·in Superior
Court next Tuesday."
Stronger action against all
future festivals is "appearing in
the form of a "rock mutual aid
pact'' between counties. Seattle
Post-Intelligencer Writer Craig
Smith reported that the state's
counties "appear on the way" to
establishing a mutual aid pact
to "share law-enforcement expenses incurred in preventing
policing or breaking up rock
festivals.''
The idea was "vociferously
endorsed" by Pierce County
Commissioner George Sheridan,
who feels ''rock festivals are becoming an epidemic."
Among the things Sheridan
particularly objects to about rock
festivals he reportedly cited
·~dope peddling and open sex."

Jones becomes
Central controller
Courtney S. Jones, a 36-yearold fiscal administrator at Stanford University, will become
Central's controller on July l.
Jones will replace Lloyd Buckles who will assume other administrative duties at the college.
A graduate of Brown University, Jones holds an advanced
degree in finance from the Stanford University Graduate School
of Business-.
He has served on the administrative staff at Stanford for the
past nine years. Now director of
fiscal affairs for the Stanford
University Medical Center, Jones
Is in charge of all financial
activities and planning at the
center's hospital, clinics and
school of medicine.
At Central, Jones will direct
all college accounting, payroll,
cashier and fiscal reporting activities. In addition, he will be in
charge of collection of student
financial aid funds.

Students enrolled in the Opera and p~ofessor of music, at piano, and Dr.
Musical Drama workshop will perform Richard Leinaweaver, associate profesthe musical "Celebration" and the opera sor of speech and drama, are directing
"La Boheme" at Central July 27 through the summer workshop.
August 8. John DeMerchant, assistant
Photo by Rich Woodruff

Summer Co-Rec program offers various
• • •
actzvztzes to students and their families
by Ruth Westergaard
staff writer

particularly in those areas where
Central has student-teacher programs underway.
Although attempts to improve
early education through experi- ·
r11entation at the center will be
important, they will not dominate
the program. Nelson said that
communication,
quantification
and social skills will be stressed;
students will receive a full range
of instruction in standard skills.
"The center intends to be fully
accountable for the accomplishments of its students," Nelson
said.
He reported that parents may
expect a meaningful accounting
of the accomplishments of their
children. Regular conferences between parents and students will
be scheduled. Those whose children are having .difficulty in basic
skills will be invol~ed in decisions about strategy for improving those skills.
Ellensburg parents interested in
enrolling their children in the
center school should contact
Nelson.

Central' s summer recreation
program is geared to · families ,
said Denny Temple, recreation
coodinator. Programs such as
workshops for teenagers, swimming lessons for children and
golf for adults are offered.
The program attempts to provide as many activities as possible in order to reach all of the
summer school students, faculty
and their families.
"With Mom and Dad going to
school the kids have to have
something to do during the day,,;
stated Temple. Children, he said,
comprise the largest number of
any of the age groups turning
out for activities.
Much of the center's class work
will -be video-taped so that the
learning programs can become
part of the in-service training
The article continued to say
offered by Central to teachers
that ·'the Buffalo Party has volelsewhere. The films will be used
untiarily conformed with · co~nty . · Inflation has hit the students of
requests for traffic controls and · Central again. Food prices in the · not only in education courses on
SUB have been raised. Ap Legg,
the college campus but at school
sanitation facilities at the condistricts throughout the state,
vention site," according to Kam- · director of the SUB, said the
price increase was necessary
lett.
because of the rising cost of
Preparations for the anticipated
labor and raw food to the SUB.
crowd now are standing still
This has not been accompanied
while convention organiiers and
any increase 1n student fees
by
county officials argue . over the
for operation.
legal definition of the ·event; a
The prices were raised to keep
"political convention," or .a . "rock
them slightly below the SUB's
festival."
Eighth St. competition. Legg
( 1 HOUR MINIMUM)
Herb Robinson commented . in
added that all price increase
the June 25 . issue of · Seattle
were approved by the Union
Times that "with a - substantial
Board, which is composed . of six
law enforcement burden at stake· students and three ·. faculty
on · the busiest : holiday · of. the
members.

Price hike cited

20 % DISCOUNT
FOR STUDENTS
• 12 TABLES
• Game Machines

Reasonable Rates
Prompt Service
Free Estlmat..
Exclusive Dealer
Soundcrest and Artpolnt
Wedding Stationery

412 N. Pearl-925-9311

• Air Conditioned
·Open 1 p.m. - 12 Midnight
7 Days a Week
S
7

V

y

11·c1 'N c· .·UE
3 Blocks L~st of campus on .10th

Nelson, who has three children
of his own, earned his doctorate
at Indiana University. He has
done demonstration teaching and
c_onsulting work in various public school districts in addition to
instruction at the college level.
Swimming passes for children
can be obtained at the Recreation Coordinator's Office, Sue
Lombard Hall East. Temple added that _swimming seems to be
exceptionally popular with children. During an hour and a half
period one afternoon, 138 children passed into
Nicholson
Pavilion pool.
The program's activities include
archery, badminton, basketball,
volleyball, handball, horseshoes,
table tennis and weight training.

McCULLOUGH
. MUSIC
SALES • SERVICE
RENTAL • INSTRUCTION
Ask about our rental
purchase plan.

BAND INSTRUMENTS
SHEET' MUSIC
GUITARS & AMPLIFIERS
USED INST~UM ENTS
RECORDERS
PHONOGRAPHS. TV
SONY • AMPEX ~ JVC
925~2671

.TERMS • TRADES
Music Center for all
Central Washington
114 E. 3rd
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Director
·named
to man
Hebeler

An administrator who believes
that early childho~d education is
the most exciting phase of school
work has assumed the directorship of Central's rapidly changing
Center for Early Childhood
Education.
Dr. Jerald Nelson, the new
director, reported today that the
coming school year will be one
of change for both students and
staff at Hebeler Elementary
School, the campus laboratory
school.
Although the building housing
the elementary school classes will
retain the Hebeler school name,
the full program associated with
the school will be retitled and
revised.
Officially called the Washington
Center for Early Childhood Education, "the over-all operation
will begin a two-year reduction
in the age brackets of children

served and an immediate strengthening of many of its roles.
Nelson, formerly dean of Research at the University of the
Pacific in Stockton, Calif., said
that he is eager to see the center
advance innovative education
methods and yet convinced it
should provide a solid educational
beginning for students.
Approximately 120 children
from 3 to 10 years of age are
expected to be enrolled in the
center's school next fall. Starting
in the fall of 1972 and permanently after that, only children from
3 to 8 years of age will be admitted to the school.
The traditional college ''laboratory school" concept, under
which student teachers are given
an opportunity to practice teach
in a campus situation, is being
altered.
Nelson said that it has become
too expensive to use such a

laboratory school as the sole
base for student teaching. He
claimed that introductory teaching can be done more inexpensively and more realistically
in the standard public school..

Campus schools such as Hebeler have been shifting the emphasis of their work toward the
needs and Programs discovered
by the federal Head Start and
Follow Through programs.
The federally sponsored Head
Start Program was aimed at
reaching pre-school aged children
who otherwise would be unprepared to enter school. The Follow Through concept was intended to fill the gap often
caused when Head Start childre'n
continued through early elementary levels still unprepared for
class work.
Nelson said that while Head
Start and Follow Through initial-

Mexican program
offers study
by Kris Bradner
staff writer

The college study program in
Mexico, after its first successful

QUICK
SERVICE
REPAIR

"We back up our work"
Parts - Accessories

the

BYKE SHOPPE
315 N. Main

year, will be available again this
fall to interested students.
The program, sponsored by
Central and Eastern Washington
State Colleges, is growing and
changing location. Last year the
base of operations was in Pueblo.
This fall students will study in
the large metropolitan area of
Guadalajara, Mexico's second
largest city. They will live with
Mexican families or in housing
within the Mexican community.
Nearly 200 students are expected to participate in the program
next year. Courses in Spanish
language, history, drama, anthropology and sociology will be
offered at the Guadalajara
campus.
The student cost of the program
for one quarter is anticipated at
$700, an amount that is comparable to a quarter on Central's
campus.
Although p'r ior Spanish language is not a requirement for
enrollment, a five-unit Spanish
language course in Guadalajara
is essential.
The Office of International Programs, Peterson Hall, is still
accepting applications. For more
information call 963-1501.

MONEY
SAVER
DISCOUNT
STORE

Grant

approved
/or
Toppenish

I read this one yesterday .... !

Enioy a relaxing

lunch at

505 N. PINE
Open 11 a.m. Daily & Saturday
Sunday 12 Noon
Monday · Friday 9 a.m. · 7 p.m._
Saturday 9 a.m. ~ 6 p.m.
Closed Sunday

ly was designed specifically fo·
economically deprived and culturally handicapped children, it
has been found that many children form all segments of society
have similar early school
problems.
The Washington Center for
Early Childhood Education will
stress some of the same patterns
established by the national programs. Thus it will be a part of
the national search for answers
to educational problems.
Students themselves will be
part of that search. They will try
new and promising materials and
methods and their reactions to
innovative ideas will be closely
checked by teachers.
The highly trained full-time
staff at the Hebeler school will
continue to have the part-time
assistance of many of Central's
top profes so rs from variou~ - _
departments.

Spaghetti Feed Sundays 4-8 p.m.
Dime Nite Tuesdays 7-10 p.m.

A federal grant to the Central
Migrant and Indian Center in
Toppenish has been approved by
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, according to
an announcement made June 28
by Congressman Mike McCormack and Sens. Warren
Magnuson and Henry Jackson.
The grant of $5,159 will be
used to establish a pilot program. . _,..,,,,
for the development of a culturally based, multi-media curriculum for pre-school Indian
children in the Yakima area.
Dr. Lloyd Gabriel, director of
the Central Toppenish center,
said that teaching guides and instructional material will be developed in the project, with the
assistance of the Yakima tribe.
Congressman McCormack reported that the project hopefully
will provide information which
may be used in teaching young
children in day care programs,
the Head Start program, public
schools and other educational
settings.
The pilot project will be directed .by Larry George, a Yakima
Indian and an art instructor in
the Granger School District.
The college's Migrant and Indian Center staff has been active
in helping develop programs for
public school teachers in which
they learn the cultural traditions
of Indian children. Such programs have been launched in
several areas of the state, involving different Indian tribes.
Gabriel said that the pilot project may lead to the Sc:Lting up of
special teaching systems in various state areas.
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Wrestlers tops zn nation
In addition to the national team
title, the Wildcats also had two
individual
national
wrestling
champions in Kenichi Kanno,
Sendai Miyagi, Japan and Grays
Harbor C.C. senior, at 118
pounds, and Craig Skeesick,
Moses Lake junior, at 134 pounds.
This wrestling team brought Central their first ever national title.
Coach Eric Beardsley was
named NAIA national wrestling
Coach-of-the-Year. Beardsley is
the second Central coach to
achieve national recognition in
the past year. Basketball coach
Dean Nicholson received the
similar award in 1970.
The wrestlers achievement was
a surprise even to Beardsley. "I
didn't think we had a chance ...
no team had ever won the tournament with less than nine men
and we took back only five,"
admits Beardsley.
In addition to champions
Kanno and Skeesick, Gary Stevenson, Tacoma senior, at 167
pounds, and Ed Harris, Salem,
Oregon and Grays Harbor C.C.
senior, at heavyweight ·took
fourth places. Thurman Landers,
Yakima senior, 142 pounds,
placed sixth.

victories over Western.
The Wildcats won the right for
their seventh straight national
tournament appearance by defeating Pacific Lutheran two out
of three games in the district
playoffs.
In Kansas City, Central won
their first round game easily
over Doane College, Nebraska,
98-73, but fell in the · second
round to Kentucky State, the
eventual champion, 73-59. Kentucky State is the same team that

1

defeated Central for the national
championship last year in the
tournament's final game.
Individually the Wildcats were
lead by 6-4 sophomore Rich
Hanson. Hanson, from Blaine and
Skagit Valley Community College,
lead the team in both scoring and
rebounding. He was the only
Wildcat named to the EvCo allstar team. He also made the
District #l first team and was
third team NAIA All-American.
Hanson was the only West

Coast player chosen for the
NAIA all-star team by the NAIA
coaches' association. He was also
selected for the Little AllNorthwest Basketball Team and
was named to Western Washington's all-opponent team.
Other Central cagers receiving
post season merits were:
Mitch Adams Muskegon,
Michigan and Skagit Valley C.C.
senior, NAIA District #l first team
selection,
honorable
mention
NAIA All-American team, EvCo
honorable mention all-star team,
Western
Washington's
allopponent team, 3rd team National
Basketball Coaches Association's
All-West College Division team.
Eric Schooler - Puyallup
junior, NAIA District #l honorable mention.
Andy Harris - Englewood, N.J.
and Yakima Valley C.C. senior,
EvCo all-star team honorable
mention.

Over the season the 'Cats won
18 games and lost 16.
Dave Heaverlo, Moses Lake
junior, led the Wildcat mound
men winning eight games against
four losses.
Central dominated the EvCo
all-star team with four first team
selections including pitcher
Heaverlo; catcher Mike Gannon,
Spokane sophomore; third baseman Bill Adkison, Selah senior;
and outfielder Tim Huntley,
Prineville, Oregon senior.
Adkison was drafted by the
San Francisco Giants in the professional baseball draft.
Frederick won the NAIA Dis-

Track
Dave Walker, Edinburgh, Scotland junior, won three EvCo
titles in the 440, long jump and
triple jump. Terry Kelly, Spokane senior, had the nation's
best time in the steeplechase
regular
season
during
the
9: 03.7) and was favored to win
the national title, but fell early in
the race and never could regain
the lost time.

John Harrell - Hamilton, Ohio
and Green River C.C. senior,
EvCo all-star team honorable
mention.
Robert Williams - Seattle and
Seattle C.C. junior, EvCo allstar team honorable mention.

Basketball

Baseball

Dean Nicholson's ,. basketball
Wildcats finished the season with
a 24-9 record. It was Nicholson's
seventh straight 20-win season.
The Wildcats tied with Western
Washington for first place in the
EvCo with an 11-3 record, but
were the EvCo District #l playoff
representative by virtue of two

Gary Frederick's baseball team
settled down near the end of the
season and won their fourth
straight- conference and district
titles.
They advanced to the regional
tournament but were defeated
twice by Linfield-the eventual
naiional champion.

The 'Cats took the District #l
track title for the sixth straight
year. Coach Hutton was named
NAIA District #l Coach-of-theYear in track.
First, the EvCo newcomers
handed Art Hutton his first conference loss in eight years and
then a month later easily took
the EvCo title away from Central.
Central had won the coriference
crown the last nine years in a
row.

A REAL TIRE SALE
After .studying the ads for the past several weeks, we feel
that the public deserves a real tire sale and not iust a
rash of words and then the same old tire ,with an inflated price.

HERE IT IS . . . LET'S SEE ANYONE MATCH THIS SALEt

AMOCO CXV 70 SERIES
Premium Quality - High Performance - Double-belted Fiberglass
Whitewalls - Compare-at $50.00 and Up. - While They Last!
SALE PRICE
EACH

B~y

2 or More
Tires and Get
Free Balancing.
SPECIAL. -

CLOSE OUT

4 PLY DYNACOR
First Line Tire
White Walls

7.75
8.25
8.25
8.55
9.00

x
x
x
x
x

14
14
15
15
15

Sale Price
Each

17.95
18.95
19.75
20.72
22.92

+

F.E.T.
Each

.2.14
2.32
2.37
2.54
2.89

E70 x 14
F70 x 14
G70 x 14
H70 x 14
· F70 x 15
G70 x 15
H70 x 15

28.45
29.60
30.75
33.61
29.66
30.82
33.69

+

F.E.T.
EACH

2.43
2.56
·2.76
3.01
2.69
2.84
3.05

TOP QUALITY RECAPS

SPECIALS-Only A Few - Cash & Carry
G85x14 4 ply

Nyl~m

....... 12.95 + F.E.T. & Exe.

G78x14 Double--belted ..... 23.95 + F.E.T. & Exe.
F78x15 Double-belted ...... 23.50 + F.E.T. & Exe.

Buy 4 Tires
an'd Get
Free Rotation
For Life of Tire.

Whitewalls - Guaranteed
Cash &
Carry

G78x15 Double-belted ..... 24.50 + F.E.T. & Exe.

$9. SO plus tax and exc.

If no exchange add $1.00

THESE TIRES HAVE THE BEST GUARANTEE IN THE WORLD. GUARANTEED TO YOUR SATISFACTION BY

DARREL'S AMERICAN

8th & Main
. · ,.
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r--:Cat-a-log
July 2 - July 151
Exam for admission to teacher education set
Teacher Education Tests
Teacher education admission
examinations will be held Saturday, July 10 beginning at 8: 30
a.m. in Hertz 100. Make-up tests
will be given on Saturday, July 17
at 8: 30 a.m. in Hertz 100. Sign-up
rosters are posted on the bulletin
board outside Barge 206.
Kiddie Flicks
"Pinocchio in Outer Space"
will be shown on Tuesday, July 6.
"Jack in the Beanstalk" will be
shown on Tuesday, July 13. Both
flicks will begin at 2: 30 p.m. in
Hebeler Auditorium.

ASC Flick
' 'The Ambushers'' will be
shown on Friday night, July 9,
and again on Saturday night,
July 10. The movie begins at
7: oo p.m. each night in McConnell Auditorium.
Campus Recreation
All facilities in Nicholson Pavilion are open, for use by students,
faculty, staff and dependents.
Admission is by ASC card or
Swim Pass only. Passes are
issued in the Recreation Coordinator's Office, Sue Lombard
Hall East.

The upper varsity gym and
fieldhouse will be open Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday
from 5-7 p.m. Wednesday night is
family ·night. Types of recreation
include archery, badminton, basketball, volleyball, handball,
horseshoes, table tennis and
weight training.
Family swim will be on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday nights from 4 to 5: 30 p.m.
Student-faculty-staff swim will be
on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday nights from 5: 30 to 7
p.m. Wednesday . night is family
night from 5 to 7 p.m.

Files 'deplorable'
by Thom Cooper
Editor-in-Chief
As many people today realize, the procurement of a
job is rather difficult. There are many reasons for this
dilemma (economics, race, etc.), but at Central a further
obstacle is placed in the way of the job seeker.
The college furnishes a placement office for prospective employers and employees to meet. But yet the
files of the job seeker are not shown to the student.
These files have been labeled confidential to the student; however, the student's future depends upon what
is in that file. Whatever is in the file is secret and the
student may only hope there is nothing detrimental or
discriminatory that might prevent him from finding
employment.
We, the Crier editorial staff, find this situation deplorable and request the placement office and the hierarchy of Central .to change this policy. If the student
must depend upon the file as a source of employment;
it is his right to know exactly what is in the file.
Jobs are difficult to find and for the student to
depend on the placement office to find him a job while
his file could be preventing him finding employment is
unfair. The job seeker has the right to know if he
should waste his time hoping the employer will hire
him from a detrimental file.
If the file is detrimental, allow the student to know
and at least he can seek employment by other means
instead of being given false hope in an office and a file
that does nothing but personally frustrate him.
The files must be open to the student. It is his future,
not the c'ollege' s. It is his life they are playing with,
not the employer's. It is his right to know the content
and if the college cannot see it this way, then maybe
it is time for the student to find alternate ways for
placement in his chosen field.

Official
•
notices
Deadline for Submission
of Applications
The dead line for submission of
applications to the Faculty Research Committee is July 9, 1971.
All faculty who will be at Central
·
next fall are eligible.
New Guidelines and Forms are
available from the Office of Research and Development, in
Peterson 202.
Notification of awards will be
approximately two weeks after
the deadline.
If there are any questions
please contact R & D, 3~3101.

STOREWIDE

JULY CLEARANCE
1h PRICE SPECIAL
Buy one item and the
second is 1h price.
(2nd item limited to price of 1st item)

Tune-in to a new program
on KXLE.
Jazz & Rock
Sound
Wed.-Fri.-Sat.

_CP
OPEN 6:45 925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUES.
ow Starts At 7:00 Each Night

LIBERTY Theatre

WALT IB£Y 1RS111b D.ES VERNE'S

*81-9111
••"''"''"''su1••v•sao ..1.. o""•• C• '"'

STARTS WEDNESDAY -

ClllEllASCOPE O>@

JULY 7

Dustin Hoffman's New Big One

''LITTLE BIG MAN''

Registration
change
Central students enrolled for
the summer session who plan to
attend the college during the fall
quarter but have not preregistered for classes must contact the Office of Admissions by
Thursday, July 8.
This must be done so that
packets may be prepared for fall
quarter registration.

The VILLAGE
Academy Award Winn.er -

Coaches honored

OPEN 6:30 925-4598
PLAYS Thru TUES.
Shows At 7:00 & 9:00

Ali MaGraw&
STORY''
---~y~n O'Niel ~n... ''LOVE
_ -· - _
- -- --- ·---- - -- - - ---- - --- .. OUR NEXT ATTRACTION
THE

#1 NOVEL OF THE YEAR- NOW A MOTION PICTURE!
• ROSS HUNTER

PRODUCTION

AIR PD RT

-

BURT LANCASTER· DEAN MARTIN
JEAN SEBERG •JACQUELINE BISSET
AUNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR® •

l'!'Dllm in TOOD-MI ®

(ii] AU.-S-D~
~

Two Central coaches who led
their teams to NAIA District I
championships have been named
Coaches-of-the-Year for the district.
They are Baseball Coach .Gary
Frederick and Track Coach Art
Hutton.
The All-District baseball team
has also been announced by
NAIA District Director Paul
Merkel.
Central dominated the team
with four first team selections
including pitcher Dave Heaverlo,
catcher Mike Gannon, third baseman Bill Adkison and outfielder
Tim Huntley.
Others on the team were first
baseman Ron Porterfield, Western; a tie at second base between
Whitworth's Bob Sl.a ter and
Western's Rocky Jackson; shortstop Ted Toki, Lewis and ,Clark
Normal; tieing Central's Adkison
for the third base position was
Eastern's Steve Blade; and joining the Wildcat's Huntley in the
outfield were Tom Beall of Whitworth and Whitman Missionary
Steve Dodds.
Central players receiving honorable mention were Bob Utecht
and Rusty Morrison.

TECHNICOLOR'

• 19·: w,•10.,..,p,.."'''•">

Now Appearing

KEVIN ORR
Humorous Comedy
Piano

DANCING NIGHTLY
HOME OF THE

® NICKEL SANDWICH ®
IN THE

Getwfal Audtencn ~

ELLEN Drive-In .

OPEN 8:45 925-3266
TONIGHT ONLY

LEE MARVIN in "MONTE WALSH"
Plus "The Out of Towners"
JULY 3rd - SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY
Dusk To Dawn Scream-A-Rama
"EVIL OF FRANKENSTEIN" - "THE SKULL"
"PHANTOM OF THE OPERA" - "THE DEADLY BEES"

SUN., MON. & TUES., JULY 4-5-6
2 Excellent Hits
Lee Marvin in

"PAINT YOUR WAGON"
& "On A Clear Day You Can ·see Forever"

WED. Thru SAT., JULY 7-8-9 & 10

"CHEYENNE SOCIAL CLUB"

CABOOSE ROOM

Plus "Colossus, The Forbin Proiect"

8:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
NIGHTLY EXCEPT SUNDAY

SUN., MON. & TUES., JULY 11-12-13

Alan Arkin in "CATCH 22-"
Also "Machine Gun McCain"
WED. Thru SAT., JULY 14-15-16-17

SOUTH INTERCHANGE

REG. U.S. PAT. CWf

"LITTLE FAUSS & BIG HALSY"
"ANGELS DIE HARD"
"SHE-DEVILS ON WHEELS"

